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About

For our final project for HRTS 595A, we are helping with the fundraising campaign of Francis
Abugbilla, a PhD candidate in International Studies at the University of Washington. He is
working on bringing additional solar panels to his village school in Kpantarigo, Ghana, West
Africa where he is originally from. Lack of electricity creates many obstacles to education and
solar power technology is one way to assist the kids and the people in his village. These solar
panels will be used to power up computers that the students are using in order to study for an
important ICT test at the end of their Junior High. Additionally, Francis hopes to be able to
empower not only the school but also the community by opening up a community center where
people from the village can go to be able to charge their mobile phones.

Initial Goals Set By Francis

Our conversation began with Francis as he shared with us all his background for the grant
proposal, the GoFundMe page details, photos of the first phase of the project, and his goals for
the project. The primary focus for this project was the material for the campaign as well as the
delegation of the three of us becoming fundraising captains.

What Transpired?
Social Media Campaign
We have helped Francis create a storyboard outlining his project and fundraising
campaign that has been added to his GoFundMe page. We believe that the power of
visual storytelling can help capture the interest of an audience in a way that other
mediums cannot.

Storyboard
Material

About Francis

Social Media

The storyboard and social media campaign content was a moderate
success. We made a suggestion to use another platform for fundraising,
but respected Francis’ decision to remain with GoFundMe. Our hope was
to plug in the video and media sharing directly to the website to grasp our
audience quickly. We do believe some members of the audience clicked
the link to view the material, and greatly hope that it relayed the important
work that Francis is doing. Overall, we are satisfied with the outcome of

the social media campaign and hope that Francis was too. We hope to
continue to share this story so as to meet his financial goals.

Additionally we shared the campaign within our own social media network, with friends,
family, and our personal workplaces where appropriate.
We were able to successfully share on all Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.

Free Computers?
Through a connection in Barcelona, Estefanie learned that she could get in touch with
someone who is part of a non-profit in the European Union whose main job is to take
refurbished computers to underrepresented communities around the world. Below is a
link to the non-profit we can potentially be working alongside with.
https://www.labdoo.org
“I have made contact with Ousman Umar - Wow. Just wow. I have never been more
inspired. Please watch the following video before you continue reading.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iRICYDoKEAc
Okay. So now that you’ve watched what Ousman is all about. I first just have to say how
lucky I feel to have met him in such a simple way - at a bar drinking a glass of wine - and
having a really extensive conversation about Ghana and Africa in itself. He is incredibly
humble and very much interested in helping Francis. After having a long discussion we
realized that although Ousman can help Francis in attaining computers for his village, it
is incredibly important to first attain electricity in Francis’s village of Kpantarigo. Ousman
and I discussed the potential to make his current schools in Ghana - there are currently
4, and he is in the process of making an additional 3 - fully electrified with solar energy. I
discussed the donor connection of the solar power that was donated to Francis by Marcy
Migdal Fund for Education. In this conversation we discussed the potential of possibly
collaborating with the Marcy Migdal Fund for Education so that they were able to give
Ousman a good deal on integrating solar panels all throughout his 4 schools (soon to be
7) due to Francis’s connection. I stated to him that I would put him in contact with Francis
so they too could discuss the integration of having Ousman assisting Francis with getting
computers to his village. I also discussed that the first initial problem to solve would be to
get Francis’s village empowered with solar panels. My hope is that once speaking with
both the Marcy Migdal Fund for Education and Francis, we can establish a connection
between both of them to be in collaboration with Ousman. I see this as a win win
situation - the NGO of Marcy Migdal Fund for Education would be rewarded for making a

good deal with Ousman and switching over his regular electricity into solar power additionally they could even be known for having this collaboration with Ousman as
Ousman is becoming highly important in the fight against eradicating African migration
through education. I believe that once Marcy Migdal Fund for Education is aware of who
they can be working alongside - we might be able to get Francis’s school fully
empowered, by having additional solar powers installed (since this is what the initial
GoFundMe fundraiser was about) and potentially getting a full computer lab installed.
The installation of this computer lab would require proper infrastructure in Kpantarigo’s
village school - which is why it is important to have Ousman speak with Francis. A full
computer lab for Ousman is 45 computers - 5 as back up’s. These computers are
integrated with intranet which is actually an 80% download of all the content on Google
uploaded onto servers so that the students are also equipped with internet browsing
while in the computer lab. Additionally, Ousman has equipped his computer labs with 5
teachers that he pays out of pocket (480 euros divided between 5 individuals is 96 euros
a month and that is the equivalence of 2,726.88 Ghanaian or 545.12 Ghanaian Cedis
per teacher) and I imagine that he will also would help Francis with placing a teacher in
his school.
I am excited about the potential that this meet-up could have on Francis’s initial project
and overall his village and i’m happy to share this contact - as I have already mentioned
to Ousman - with the University of Arizona Human Rights Practice Master program for
any additional information or future conversations for a course.” - Estefanie

Kpantarigo is on a Map?
After having an extensive conversation with Francis, we realized that it was incredibly
important to be able to have a visual representation of where the Kpantarigo village was.
By use of distance from the farthest city that people from his village travel to - Accra and
Takoradi - we were able to first make a draft map for Frances. Through an old professor
of Geographic Information Services at the University of Arizona - Dr. Stephanie Herrmann
- Estefanie was able to help Francis put his village of Kpantarigo on the map. Dr.
Herrmann was kind enough to create a true GIS map with very close approximations of
Kpantarigo on a real GIS server. Since this has now been created using real time data
and through a GIS database, Kpantarigo is officially on the Ghana map. Having once
spoken with Dr. Herrmann and having a better idea of where some of these areas were
using distance and some ground references such as; grasslands, desert shrubs, as well
as a dried lake bed and other lakes around, Dr. Herrmann was able to create a reference
map. In the email thread between Estefanie and Dr. Herrmann, Estefanie made sure to
forward the work to Francis to verify. Francis is incredibly happy with the result of the

map. For the sake of this report the following picture below is just a screenshot of the
map, but the true image is a ‘.tif’ format image, which is keen to GIS software.

Engineering Connections for Installations
We have connected Francis with an engineering firm in the states so that in the case of
questions during installation, answers may be provided pro-bono.

Decolonized Science Lessons?
One interesting thing of note came to be our conversation about his connection with
Kansas State University and their development of a science curriculum for the village
school. After our Zoom meeting discussion on eurocentric education and the
#FeesMustFall movement, we asked how he was ensuring the curriculum was a good fit.
He said that he hadn’t thought of that before and that he would now research this

information and share it with his team. We were grateful for the knowledge and grateful
to have been able to use it for benefit so quickly.

What we Learned

Francis shared with us his story of cutting weeds by use of a ‘machete’ in the fields as young
adolescent in order to save money for his school tuition. He explained to us that this was no
longer a practice his fellow villagers were able to do since weed plant insecticide began to be
used so widely across Ghana. His concern for his fellow villagers now extends to the only other
options left to make income traveling to the southern coast to participate in mineral mining
activities (Galamsey) or load carrying (Kayayei). These stories left us both heartbroken and
motivated. After a two hour conversation, we promised to continue our connection with him and
help as we may. The implementation of solar panels in Kpantarigo have already provided some
additional freedom and improved the educational barriers that some of the youth in this area
have been experiencing. The implementation of additional solar panels will make it far much
easier for the youth to study, especially at night, which promotes their right to education. The
electricity that will be provided from the solar panels will enable students to use the current
Chromebooks (Laptops) they have to be able learn computer savvy skills that will equip them to
successfully pass an Information and Communications Technology (ICT) exam at the end of
their Junior High career. It is imperative that students are equipped with a good orientation for
this ICT exam as the exam is the determining factor in the high school they will be attending the
following year. With a good exam score, students are then able to attend a good high school. A
good high school will most likely push the students towards going onto a University education
and equip them with the curriculum necessary to achieve the national standardized test in order
to place into a University. This is why we are so motivated to be able to help Frances with his
current fundraiser to be able to first install electricity into the community and then second, bring
in more computers into his community’s school to be able to further the students right to
education. Furthermore, we learned that Francis overall mission is to electrify his community of
Kpantarigo and create a community center where the villagers are able to charge their mobile
phones. In charging their mobile phones they will be equipped with the ability to make payments
or receive payments if they participate in entrepreneurial activities. More importantly, Francis
hopes to one day make Kpantarigo self sustainable by eventually purchasing a solar powered
grinding mill for the village. In the Kpantarigo region cereals are the primary crops that dominate
the agriculture sector. The notion is that if the community can grow its own cereals, grind their
own grains through the solar powered grinding mill, then they will be able to create a
sustainability fund to eventually have sufficient cash flow to empower others in the community to
have small business ventures by giving out grants. Additionally, there is a neighboring village
that has a grinding mill - but because of shortages of electricity - some of these activities don’t
get entirely processed until 4 days after they initially began. Francis discussed the potential of
bringing other village members to also use their ‘solar powered grinding mill’ for a small fee.

Moving Forward

We will be following up with both Francis and his mentor very soon to continue this important
work and help where we may. We hope to be a part of the youth empowerment programs as
they unfold and cheer Francis on as he changes the lives of villagers in Kpantarigo! We are
grateful to have had this opportunity and to have met Francis.

